CROSSWORD
No. 16,103 Set by MUDD

ACROSS
1 Rub out paperwork – dandy to cut back in it (4,3)
5 Bird or chap seen during the day (7)
9 Information on two bottled spirits (5)
10 Winning line, providing time getting home good, is inspirational (9)
11 Pretentious filth in a university broadcast (9)
12 One working as a decoy in factory (5)
13 Dip one's toe in a seed coat (5)
15 Into something fruity, one getting ahead of the African party machine (9)
18 0-0, playing from memory then? (9)
19 Easy putt to achieve that's short – about one millimetre (5)
21 A classic in Italian, somewhat making a comeback? (5)
23 Don't be so accusative, it's futile (9)
25 Plain green salad eaten by the first group? (9)
26 Don't declare it's a stick (5)
28 Blossom an attractive thing, as something to dance around (7)

DOWN
1 Notable racist welcoming leaders in spiky helmets (3,4)
2 Communist leader outlining an amendment of finest list of intentions (9)
3 Window in Oxford college (5)
4 Rich confection, one's not all there (9)
5 US city in time becoming a city in Europe (5)
6 Children on holiday over three months (9)
7 50% of 50% providing a city in the Middle East (5)
8 Item of clothing just around the corner on chain (7)
14 Write number in as in range (9)
16 Negative feeling, as quiet girl brought up in semi, moving (9)
17 Carrying medical qualification, doctor went with our deputy (6,3)
18 Central European region elevated in praise – listen (7)
20 German city on the outskirts of Cologne demonstrating spirit (7)
22 Ace overshadowed by red card (5)
23 Hear harmony in musical composition (5)
24 One's striped like a label? (5)

Solution 16,102

JOTTER PAD